As AAIN approaches its twenty-first birthday-a significant date in the life of an organization-we who guide the Association can't help but reflect on our organizational past and think about what might have been if our decisions had been different.
One particular decision -our most important -was made that memorable year, 1952, at the Cincinnati meeting, when AAIN members, in a 286 to 24 vote, overwhelmingly rejected the offer to merge with the proposed National League for Nursing. The prevailing opinion was that industrial nurses could best be served if AAIN retained its independent status at that time.
If the membership had approved the merger, AAIN would have dissolved its national association (as did the public health nurses when they merged NOPHN into the NLN), transferred its members, its assets, and its function to the proposed NLN Department of Industrial Nursing under the Division of Nursing.
Many nurses have entered the occupational health field since that decisive action was taken. Many have joined AAIN without a clear understanding of why the Association chose autonomy over merger. And a few may even question the wisdom of the decision.
From the vantage point of 1963, we can now reflect on that decision and review the reasons we had then for renouncing the merger after many years of joint study and participation in the plans for the structural reorganization of the six national nursing associations.
Because of the seriousness of the proposal and what it would mean, AAIN studied and discussed the structure study in great detail over a period of years. This was not a short-term, casual investigation. The advantages and disadvantages of merger to the future of industrial nursing as a specialty were weighed most carefully.
Some of the arguments against merger which were considered at that time were: 1) Organized industrial nursing, which was then ten years old, would continue to need greater autonomy than we believed possible in the proposed merger. 2) The development of principles and standards in a branch of nursing with many complex situations not encountered in other nursing situations was still in the beginning stages. By merging into another national nursing organization, AAIN would lose the right to establish its own policies, to determine its own program, and to control its own finances. A parent association, NLN, of which AAIN was to be only a part, could not, by reason of its numerous responsibilities to the other merged associations and branches of nursing, offer the flexibility and freedom of action needed by a specialty still in its formative years. 3) AAIN was a young organization when compared with other nursing specialties involved. In the merger there was a strong possibility that its identity could be lost despite our efforts to retain it. who were not as aware of and concerned with AAIN's philosophy and responsibility to industrial nurses and the field of occupational health, the authority to regulate and control. 5) The fear of losing our autonomy and thereby our control over an evolving industrial nursing specialty was one deterrent to the proposed merger, but an even stronger one was the threat to individual industrial nurses of the militant collective bargaining program then recently embarked upon by the American Nurses' Association. After the action of the 1948 ANA House of Delegates, when it ruled out of order the formal objections of the Industrial Nurses' Section to endorsing the use of collective bargaining techniques, AAIN realized that the hard-won position and prestige of industrial nurses in their companys' organizational structure and their primary objective-promoting employee health-could be jeopardized by the lack of understanding of those outside of the specialty but still in policy-making positions.
AAIN had to make a difficult decision in 1952. However, when we voted to remain an autonomous national nursing association, we did not intend to separate ourselves from organized nursing. We voted for autonomy, but we also voted to work cooperatively with other nurses and nursing associations, sharing in joint ventures that were of mutual interest and benefit.
Today, as we prepare for our twenty-first anniversary as a national association, and simultaneously see evidence among other branches of nursing of growing dissatisfaction with hampering organizational structure, our 1952 position appears to us to have been well taken.
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In thousands of plants like yours, time-off for treating skin disease is an everyday occurrence.
Authorities pinpoint skin disease the culprit in two out of three occupational diseases reported. The cost to industry is millions annually. What's your share of this cost?
Fortunately, most diseases of the skin are easily prevented by providing employees with the incentive and effective means to keep themselves clean! Merely putting soap in every washroom won't do the job; a planned program of skin hygiene will.
Consult the SBS Soap Counselor serving your area. He'll make a study of your soils and recommend a program for soil removal -custom tailored to the special needs of your plant and your people. There's no obligation. 
